
Date-Fax

For Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton

Gwen Stefani Blake Shelton
03 October 1969 18 June 1976
Time unknown Time unknown

Your Love-Stars Date-Fax™ is a brief overview of your most basic relationship potentials based
on the scientifically-proven principles of six-dimensional Magi Astrology.

Your Dating Potentials

  Weakest Strongest  

 True Love

 Sex

 Attachment for Gwen

 Attachment for Blake

 Differences

 Heartbreak for Gwen

 Heartbreak for Blake
2 4 6 8 10

True Love, Sex, & Attachment scores are on a scale of 1-10, 10 being strongest or best.
Differences & Heartbreak scores are on a scale of 1-10, 10 being WORST.
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Understanding your Date-Fax

TRUE LOVE: The potential for true, mutual love. True love potential is based on the planet
Chiron.

SEX: Sexual Heat potential only, may not last forever. Being each other’s physical type counts
a lot - Sexual Heat potential will seem much lower to someone who isn’t attracted. Sexual
Potentials primarily use the sexual planets Venus, Mars, Pluto, and Juno.

ATTACHMENT: How attached the named person could become to the other person.
Attachment is based on various planets and how these planets are captivated by Saturn and/or
Saturn midpoints.

DIFFERENCES: Relative number and severity of key compatibility differences between you.
Your Differences score reflects the number of Nuclear Clashes between you. Nuclear Clashes
include some form of a clash between Saturn and Jupiter. Nuclear Clashes are one of the main
deal-breaker clashes – it’s usually the worst deal-breaker, even more than the Heartbreak
Clash. But, there are 19 other possible clashes too. . .

HEARTBREAK: The likelihood of heartbreak for the named person. Heartbreak Clashes are
based on some form of clash between Chiron and Saturn.

About Your Results

You may or may not have seen what you hoped to see in your Date-Fax. If you didn’t get the
answer you hoped for, I am sorry! Honesty is my policy, and that really does serve you best.
You can only make a good decision based on the facts.

However, I believe in love and I believe in miracles! Your potentials for this relationship reflect
likelihoods, not destinies. There is no absolute “written in stone” destiny for any person or
relationship. This is a free-will Universe – every person in a situation has the free will to make
choices which influence the outcome. What the proven principles of Science-Based Astrology
can do very clearly however is indicate the ODDS of success versus failure.
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Here’s how these potentials most often work in combination:

Note: If you have high Differences Potential or 1 or both Heartbreak Potential scores are high,
it’s likely the relationship is risky.

Green Light Relationships
Relationships with the best potential for the long-term. They have a high True Love Score,
average to high Sex Potential, average to high Attachment potentials, low Differences Potential,
and low Heartbreak Potentials.

Yellow Flag Relationships
These relationships have medium or mixed potentials. These relationships have low True Love
Potential with high Sex potential (which can mimic True Love for a while), average to high
Differences, dissimilar Attachment Potentials and dissimilar Heartbreak Potentials. This can
indicate some level of incompatibility. Also, one of you may not place the same importance on
the relationship as the other, and your relative vulnerability to each other is not the same either.

Red Flag Relationships
Relationships with the most potential problems. Problem relationships have low True Love
Potential with high Sex Potential (which can mimic True Love for a while), very high
Differences, dissimilar Attachment Potentials or very high Attachment for both, and high
Heartbreak Potential for 1 or both people. This can create the “Heaven and Hell” type
rollercoaster relationship, with the Heaven drawing you back and the Hell pushing you away.
These high-risk relationships are most dangerous when one person has both high Attachment
and high Heartbreak Potentials.
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Want to know more?

Get your full in-depth 40+ page relationship reveal + relationship likely outcome:

Discover your Soulmate Potentials, Soulmate Clashes, Sexual Harmony & Forever Attraction, Communication,
Conflict Resolution, Loyalty & Trust, Financial Potentials for each of you, the Balance of Power & Control, 19 more
key compatibility clashes including the War Clash, Lust-Hate Clash, Hurt Feelings Clash, and Anxiety Clash,
specific suggestions for managing every single clash you have, and more, including and the likely outcome of your
relationship.

Complete Relationship Report

Get $5 off - use coupon code: SAVE5

Get your Ruling Relationship Chart:

It can dramatically influence happiness or heartbreak, success or failure and help determine if
the couple will move on to the next stage of their relationship.

Ruling Chart Report

Get $5 off - use coupon code: SAVE5
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Understand your Partner:

Your compatibility report will NOT change the other person’s character. People will still behave
according to their nature. It is entirely possible to have great relationship linkages with a
sociopath, so it’s also critical to know WHO you are dealing with.

Who is your partner?  What does he/she want and need? Is he/she able to commit?  A good
person? Loving and affectionate?  Honest and Ethical?  Earning potential?  What is she/he like
sexually? Only after money?  A user?  A player?  A heartbreaker?

More Info

Schedule a Session with Magi Helena:

In-Depth One Hour Session

Get $25 off a regularly-priced 1-hour session - use coupon code: INDEPTH25

Ready to start over, or want to know your best timing for love?

Get an Instant Personal Love Calendar

Find out YOUR days to meet your Soulmate, when you can only meet a heartbreaker, the best
and worst days to push for commitment, and more.

Personal Love Astrology Calendars

SAVE 20%! Use coupon code: STAR-TIMERLOVE20
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Also check out my books
for Kindle on Amazon.com:

Get the free Kindle app for
most smartphones, tablets
and computers here

Wishing you True and Forever Love!

Blessings and Light,

More about Love More about Clashes & Captivations

More about Soulmate Linkages More about Personal Astrology Calendars

More about Sexual Attraction
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